The Hall viscosity describes a non-dissipative response to strain in systems with broken timereversal symmetry. We develop a new method for computing the Hall viscosity of lattice systems in strong magnetic fields based on momentum transport, which we compare to the method of momentum polarization used by Tu et al. [Phys. Rev. B 88 195412 (2013)] and Zaletel et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 110 236801 (2013)] for non-interacting systems. We compare the Hall viscosity of squarelattice tight-binding models in magnetic field to the continuum integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) showing agreement when the magnetic length is much larger than the lattice constant, but deviation as the magnetic field strength increases. We also relate the Hall viscosity of relativistic electrons in magnetic field (the Dirac IQHE) to the conventional IQHE. The Hall viscosity of the lattice Dirac model in magnetic field agrees with the continuum Dirac Hall viscosity when the magnetic length is much larger than the lattice constant. We also show that the Hall viscosity of the lattice model deviates further from the continuum model if the C4 symmetry of the square lattice is broken to C2, but the deviation is again minimized as the magnetic length increases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The topological response properties of the quantum Hall effect have been intensely studied for more than three decades, and begun with the understanding that the quantized integer/fractional Hall conductance itself is a topological phenomenon. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The field has since understood that quantum Hall systems (with and without magnetic fields) also exhibit remarkable responses to changes in geometry. One interesting piece of the geometric response is the non-dissipative Hall viscosity. 7 The Hall viscosity η H is an off-diagonal response coefficient that is only nonvanishing when time-reversal symmetry is broken. Under time-dependent shear strain, the viscosity tensor η relates the stress tensor T to the strain rateu:
where the strain tensor is constructed from a symmetrized gradient of the local displacement u α . If only dissipative viscosity coefficients are present, e.g. the bulk and shear viscosities, then η µναβ = η αβµν and is thus symmetric under exchange of (µν) with (αβ). However, being non-dissipative, the Hall viscosity generates an antisymmetric piece satisfying
When the system is 2D and isotropic, the antisymmetric part of the viscosity tensor is determined by a single parameter η H that gives, in an isotropic 2D orthonormal frame: The Hall viscosity can be calculated using a variety of different methods. The first calculations were performed via the adiabatic transport of the Hall fluid under shear strain on a torus. 7, 8, 10, 11 For Schrödinger electrons at integer filling factors, this type of calculation yields η H = νρ/4 where ρ is the electron number density, and ν is the integer filling fraction. 7, 8, 10, 13 More recently, Ref. 17 developed Kubo formulas for the Hall viscosity which obtain the same result. Also, a new possibility for calculating the Hall viscosity was proposed via the so-called momentum polarization entanglement technique, 22, 38 though there is very little explicit discussion of the results of this method in the literature (see Ref. 39 for a very recent article). Remarkably, from the adiabatic transport calculations it has been shown that for rotationally-invariant integer and fractional quantum Hall systems in large magnetic fields, the viscosity is quantized in units of the density 10 and takes the form
where κ is a universal number characterizing the particular integer/fractional quantum Hall phase, and ρ is the uniform electron number density. Generically, the Hall viscosity has units of [ 2 ] for some length scale , but it need not always retain such a clear quantization in terms of the particle density. The goal of this article is two-fold: (i) we introduce a new method for the calculation of the Hall viscosity using momentum transport, and compare with the extraction of the Hall viscosity via the momentum polarization entanglement method, and (ii) we study the properties of the viscosity in two different lattice realizations of the Landau-level integer quantum Hall problem (square-lattice Hofstadter, lattice-Dirac model in a magnetic field), and illustrate the competition between contributions of the viscosity from the lattice-length scale and the magnetic-length scale. Our article is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the momentum transport method used here to compute the Hall viscosity. We also review the momentum polarization method, which allows computation of the Hall viscosity from the entanglement spectrum. In Section III, we describe the application of both methods to the continuum Landau level problem, and compare the results to previous calculations of the Hall viscosity. In Section IV, we present numerical calculations of the Hall viscosity for the Landau levels of a tight-binding model (the Hofstadter model) and discuss the results. In Section V we calculate the Hall viscosity of the Landau levels of the continuum Dirac equation, with and without a mass term, building on previous work by Kimura 15 . Finally, in Section VI we use a lattice analog of the continuum Dirac system in a magnetic field, and study the Hall viscosity for comparison with the continuum results.
II. METHODS
We will consider two independent methods for calculating the Hall viscosity in our example systems. The first method considers the transverse flow of momentum when a cylinder is strained with an area-preserving deformation. The second method uses the entanglement spectrum to calculate the phase acquired by the manybody wavefunction when half of a cylinder is sheared; from this phase, one can extract the central charge 38 and Hall viscosity. 22 Let us introduce and review both of these methods.
a. Momentum Transport For the first method we study the off-diagonal components of the stress tensor, which represent the momentum flux. We will write the geometric deformation in terms of the strain tensor. To be explicit, if u α is the displacement vector, then, to lowest order, the strain is
In terms of the geometry, if ds and ds are the original and deformed length elements, respectively, then to lowest order in the deformations,
Due to the structure of the Hall viscosity terms in the viscosity tensor, shear strain causes momentum transport in the direction of momentum, but pressure/stretching causes momentum transport orthogonal to the direction of momentum. We find the latter is more easily studied in lattice systems when using a cylinder geometry, therefore, we consider deformed metrics of the form
where α can vary. This deformation is area-preserving (shear), so we need not isolate our momentum transport results from effects induced purely by changes to the density.
To calculate the momentum transport under this deformation let us consider a cylinder which is periodic in the y-direction with a circumference L y . As α varies, the strain rate isu
The corresponding stress tensor components arising from the Hall viscosity contributions are
Note that when the system is anisotropic (α = 1) we can have η 1122 H = 0; unfortunately that term will not appear in this component of the stress tensor, so it cannot be extracted; but hence, it also will not affect our calculation of the other viscosity coefficients.
As the metric is deformed we want to study the amount of momentum transported from the left-half of the cylinder to the right-half. Consider cutting the cylinder at x = x cut ; if P R is the projection operator onto the right side of the cut, then the total momentum on the right of the cut is
where Π y is the momentum density. Typically, we will choose x cut = 0 with the cylinder placed symmetrically around this point. The stress tensor gives the momentum flux across the cut, i.e.
From this equation we can immediately read-off the important result:
We will use this relationship between η H and the α-dependence of the half-cylinder momentum to calculate the viscosity. b. Momentum Polarization The second method we discuss uses the entanglement spectrum 41, 42 to determine the momentum polarization. 38 The momentum polarization was initially proposed to calculate the topological spin and central charge of the conformal field theory at the edge of a topological phase. For a system in a cylindrical geometry, these data are extracted from the expectation value of the operator T L y , which globally translates the left half of the cylinder in the periodic direction. The expectation value can be computed using the reduced density matrix,
where |G is the ground state. Ref. 38 shows that λ can be easily calculated for free-fermion systems using the entanglement spectrum.
To see that the topological spin and central charge can be extracted from this expectation value, consider that, in the long-wavelength limit, the reduced density matrix of a cylinder cut in half can be written in terms of the Hamiltonians H Ll and H Lr of the respective conformal edge theories of the left and right edges of the left halfcylinder only:
The relevant half-cylinder translation operator is
where ∆y is the distance translated (which we take to be a multiple of the lattice constant for lattice systems), and P l and P r are the generators of translations (momentum operators) of the left and right edge theories on the halfcylinder, respectively. 38, 43 Since the left-most edge is far from the right half, β l → ∞, and only the ground state of the left edge contributes. The ground state expectation value of P l is h−c/24 where h is the topological spin and c is the chiral central charge. 43 Therefore, the contribution of the left edge is
On the other hand, β r takes a finite value because the right edge is entangled with the right half-cylinder. In general, the right edge gives a non-universal contribution
From this we see that one can extract the central charge and topological spin. For free fermions, λ is easily calculated in terms of the entanglement spectrum for a cylinder by the formula
where n,ky is a product over the bands and y-momenta, and ξ ky,n is the entanglement eigenvalue of the state in band n with momentum k y . The entanglement eigenvalues can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of the free-electron, equal-time correlation function,
where
ky,n are the eigenvalues of C (L) ky = c † kyia c kyjb where k y are the momenta in the periodic direction, i, j run-over the lattice sites on the left half of the cylinder, and a, b run-over all of the onsite degrees of freedom. Note that this projects states onto the left half of the cylinder, but we will find it more useful to compute this formula in terms of the projections onto the right half,
n,ky . Using these identities, it is convenient to rewrite (5) as λ = n,ky 1 2
1 + e iky∆y + 1 − e iky∆y 2C ky,n − 1 .
(7) In a remarkable extension of this work, Ref. 22 shows that for quantum Hall states one can extract the Hall viscosity from the imaginary part of the "non-universal" coefficient α. Explicitly they find
where additional non-universal terms that scale differently with L y have been dropped. In their work they consider a full twist such that ∆y = L y , but the result carries over for smaller ∆y as well. Thus, the viscosity and central charge can be extracted from a fit of L y Argλ; the former from the quadratic coefficient, the latter from the constant coefficient. We can understand how the momentum polarization phase encodes the viscosity by considering the action of the shear strain generators on the ground state. Here, we will show that the Hall viscosity can be extracted by comparing the momentum polarization calculated with a real-space cut to the phase taken with an orbital cut following Ref. 34 . We note that Ref. 34 identified two distinct contributions to the Hall viscosity, and the contribution which interests us here is due to changing the shape of the Landau orbitals under shear strain. The second contribution, the guiding center Hall viscosity, comes from the electron correlations and is absent in the integer quantum Hall models we study here. We will review how the momentum polarization phase calculated with a real-space cut encodes both Hall viscosity contributions. Although we consider only the integer effect, the guiding center Hall viscosity also has a super-extensive term due to the non-zero net momentum in each half of the system. 34 We will show that this background can be subtracted by calculating the momentum polarization phase with an orbital cut and comparing the two results.
For most of the remainder of this section we closely follow Ref. 34 . First, let us decompose our physical coordinate R into a guiding center coordinate r and an orbital coordinate r:
There is a metric G µν associated with the physical coordinate R, as well as metrics g µν and g µν associated with each coordinate r and r, respectively. Let the operators λ µν generate shear strain (area-preserving deformations) associated with the metric g µν ; likewise, let λ µν be the shear strain generators associated with g µν . These gen-erators obey commutation relations
The strain generator in the physical coordinate is
so that the unitary operator implementing strain on quantum states is 17,34
where α µν is a symmetric matrix parametrizing the strain. Because the strain generators on each coordinate commute, we can also write this as the product of strain transformations on each coordinate:
To first order in α µν , the variation in the metric under strain is
In our particular case, where we shear half the cylinder, this gives
The momentum polarization expectation value λ (c.f. Eq. (7)) is just the ground state expectation value U (α) under this strain field. Before we proceed to compute the required expectation values and find the momentum polarization phase, let us see how the Hall viscosity enters the calculation. We can represent the viscosity tensor in terms of the adiabatic curvature of the ground state under shear strain:
where |Ψ(α) = U (α) |Ψ . Because the strain generator Λ is the sum of orbital and guiding center strain generators, we conclude that the viscosity also has contributions due to each strain generator, which we separately denote
Now, using the strain field in Eq. (10), we find
where λ RES is the momentum polarization phase λ in Eq. (7) computed with the real-space entanglement spectrum. Now, the expectation value of u is the momentum polarization phase computed with the orbital entanglement spectrum. 34 , while the expectation value of u is
where we have kept terms only to first order in ∆y. Using the strain generator commutation relations in Eq. (9), we substitute
Returning to our expression for the momentum polarization phase, we have
where λ OES = Ψ| u(α) |Ψ is the momentum polarization phase computed with the orbital entanglement spectrum. Hence, we can determine that an alternate form of the (orbital contribution to the) Hall viscosity is given by
for systems in uniform magnetic fields. Now that we have introduced the two separate methods for calculating the viscosity we will apply them to two different continuum systems, and their matching lattice regularized models.
III. CONTINUUM LANDAU LEVELS
Let us begin with the conventional Landau level problem of 2D electrons in a uniform magnetic field, and consider the possibility of geometric deformations similar to Ref. 7 . The Hamiltonian for electrons in a background electromagnetic field subject to the metric of Equation (2) is
On a cylinder which is periodic in y (with circumference L y ), and with a uniform magnetic field normal to the cylinder (in the Landau gauge, A x = 0 and A y = Bx),
As is conventional, we define the lowering operator
and its adjoint,â † . It is easy to verify that their commutator is â,â † = 1 so that these are the usual ladder operators of quantum harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian is
where ω = eB/m is the cyclotron frequency. The lowest Landau level wavefunction satisfieŝ a φ
k,α = 0 where we are using p y = k. The raising operatorâ † generates the higher Landau levels,
The general formula for the wavefunctions for the n-th Landau level is
with k = 2πn/L y for n ∈ Z, and where the magnetic length 2 B = eB . H n is the n-th Hermite polynomial. When α = 1, i.e. in the absence of any metric deformation, the wavefunctions assume their well-known isotropic form.
Let us now present the calculations for the Hall viscosity using the two methods we presented in the previous section. To calculate the Hall viscosity by the momentum transport method at a filling ν, we need only compute the derivative (with respect to α 2 , c.f. Eq. (3)) of
We note two things:
k,α is just the probability of finding a particle on the right (x > 0) half of the cylinder, given that the particle is in the state φ (n) k,α , and (ii) these quantities match the correlation-function eigenvalues C k,n if one calculates the entanglement spectrum of this system by cutting the cylinder at x = 0. Thus the projections C (n) k,α of the Landau level wavefunctions onto the right half-cylinder will also used to evaluate the momentum polarization. We list their analytic forms here for the first three Landau levels:
Now, the range of filled k states is determined by the length of the system; the last orbital is centered at x = ±K 2 B . We find that the viscosity derived from the sum over k converges to its expected continuum value when L x > 2 √ 2π B , i.e. when each half of the cylinder is wider than a single wavefunction. We show the result of the viscosity calculation when successively filling up to the first three Landau levels in Fig. 1 . We see that the Hall viscosity contribution from each Landau level converges to the established result
which is the Hall viscosity contribution coming from the n-th Landau level. The convergence criterion is unsurprising given our treatment of the cylinder's edges. The edges are not sharp, rather the edge of the cylinder is some region defined by the width of the last occupied wavefunction. If the cylinder is narrower than the width of its edges then it is no surprise that the result does not converge properly.
Using the correlation functions above, and Eq. (7), nearly the same results are obtained by the momentum polarization method with
The product over n spans the occupied Landau levels. The Hall viscosity can be calculated with Eq. (11) by computing λ RES and λ OES at several values of L y and extracting the quadratic fit coefficient. The result is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1 , which shows that the calculation converges when L x > 2 √ 2π B . This is the same criterion as for the convergence of the momentum transport calculation: each half of the cylinder must be wider than a single wavefunction.
IV. HOFSTADTER MODEL
The utility of the two methods we have introduced is that they can be easily adapted to calculate the Hall viscosity in discrete, lattice systems in magnetic fields as well. The lattice systems have discrete translation and rotation symmetries, and have an additional length scale a, the lattice constant. Since there is not continuous rotation symmetry, then we can no longer appeal to the result that the viscosity is quantized in terms of the density.
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Furthermore, when considering momentum transport, we must consider the fact that continuous translation symmetry is broken, and thus we are really considering the transport of quasi-momentum. Additionally, for the momentum polarization technique, there is now a minimal ∆y, i.e. the lattice constant in the y-direction. In lattice systems we thus might expect that there is a maximum viscosity bound that is physically meaningful, i.e. when twisting the lattice by a single-lattice constant causes the transport of a full reciprocal lattice vector of momentum, then it is as if nothing has been transported. We will save a careful discussion of some of these issues to future work. For now we will compare the results of the two methods to see if they give matching results for the lattice viscosities, and moreover, if they both converge to the continuum limit when the magnetic length becomes much longer than the lattice scale. As an aside, we note that Ref. 26 has also performed some viscosity calculations for the Hofstadter problem in a different context/methodology and recovers the continuum limit of the viscosity for small magnetic fields.
We begin with the Hofstadter model, 45 which is the tight-binding version of the integer quantum Hall problem. The square lattice tight-binding model with rational flux φ = p/q per plaquette has a Hamiltonian H = n, ky −t x c † n+1,ky c n,ky −t y cos (k y − 2πφn)c † n,ky c n,ky +h.c. on a cylinder, where c n,ky annihilates an electron in the y-momentum mode with wavenumber k y on the n-th site in the x-direction.
Although the Hofstadter model in the Landau gauge does not retain the fundamental translation symmetry of the lattice in the x direction, it is symmetric under translation by a whole magnetic cell (q unit cells). To have periodic boundary conditions in a torus geometry, we must respect this symmetry by having an integer number of magnetic cells, N x = lq for integer l. Constructing the cylinder from the properly periodic torus-by setting the wavefunction to zero on all the sites at one x coordinatepreserves the symmetry. Thus, the cylinder has the same number of unit cells as the torus, lq, but it has one fewer site, N x = lq − 1. 46 It is important to note that the consideration of the magnetic translation symmetry not only affects the construction of the lattice, but also the correct scaling of the viscosity (by the lowest Landau level density). We also recall that with commensurate boundary conditions, the spectrum of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian on a cylinder has q nearly flat bands (Landau levels) consisting of l − 1 states for each momentum mode k y . In the gaps between bands are edge states (one per mode k y ) which connect the flat bands. We show an example of the energy spectrum with open boundary conditions and q = 20 in Fig. 2 .
Since we are only deforming the diagonal components of the metric, we can the standard nearest-neighbor tightbinding model given above. Hence, the lattice is deformed through the hopping parameters t x and t y . Absent the magnetic field, the tight-binding model bands are well-known:
To see how the metric will enter, we can match parameters to the continuum Hamiltonian through a long wavelength expansion around the bottom of these bands:
We can compare this to the Schrödinger equation:
and then equate the coefficients of k i . Thus, we find the hopping amplitude in each direction is inversely proportional to the lattice constant:
Therefore, under the metric deformation in Eq. (2), we have t x ∝ α 2 and t y ∝ α −2 . Hence, we consider a deformed Hamiltonian:
Now let us explicitly detail how the momentumtransport is calculated. The projected (quasi-)momentum is
where P R projects onto the right half of the cylinder:
The integers m run over energy eigenstates at a given k y from 1 (lowest energy) to a value depending on the filling. As a reminder, we point out that if the ν > q/2, the edge states associated with each Landau level above the middle of the spectrum are actually below the flat Landau level, rather than above, so one would need to be careful when choosing which states are filled if the viscosity of those Landau levels is of interest. The filling scheme for the first few Landau levels is illustrated in Fig. 2 . We also note that, for our calculations, the site at which the cylinder is cut should fall on the boundary between magnetic cells, i.e. on a site n = rq for r ∈ Z. We need to impose this condition so that the subsystems have commensurate boundary conditions, thus ensuring that the edge states of each half cylinder are the same as the physical edge states of the whole system.
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The viscosity can be computed directly from the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (17) using Eqs. (3) and (18) . At large q, the magnetic field is weak, and the magnetic length is much larger than the lattice spacing. In this regime we expect that the Hall viscosity should approach the continuum model. In fact, as in Fig. 3 , we see that it does converge to the continuum result for the fillings we tested. As one increases the magnetic field, the effects of the lattice will become more prominent. This figure also indicates that lattice effects more strongly affect higher Landau levels since the convergence to the continuum limit is slower. Eventually, as the magnetic field strengthens, i.e. as q → 0, the viscosity begins to depend on the lattice scale. From our results in the continuum we expect that, when divided by the density, the viscosity should be a constant, independent of q. Instead we find that the viscosity has contributions that depend on q: , where we have rewritten the q dependence in terms of the relevant length scales using the fact that qa 2 = 2π 2 B . We find that the viscosity is unchanged under B → − B, including the q-dependent contributions.
The calculations in Fig. 3 are performed using derivatives with respect to the metric deformation α, but evaluated at the isotropic point α = 1. For comparison, in Fig. 4 we fix q large enough (q = 120, 180) so that the viscosities for the first three Landau levels have (nearly) saturated at the continuum limit, and then evaluate the momentum transport at different values of α. That is, we see how deforming around an initially anisotropic system affects the calculation. For values of α = 1 the system only has 180
• -rotation symmetry, and is quasi-1D for large deviations. Fig. 4 shows that the viscosity of the Hofstadter model varies as a function of α itself; in comparison, the viscosity of the continuum Landau level is constant as α is varied. If the system is anisotropic we would expect the Hall viscosity to be controlled by more than one coefficient, for example η = 0. Helpfully, because of the α → α −1 symmetry of the metric when we switch x and y, we should be able to read off both viscosity coefficients from the same figure if we consider both α and α −1 simultaneously. However, we do not expect η 1122 H to enter the momentum transport calculation, and so we cannot extract that coefficient from this figure. Finally, we note that if we directly compare the results at q = 120 and q = 180 as shown in Fig. 4 , we find that dependence of the Hall viscosity on the anisotropy is weaker for larger q, which might be expected since lattice effects will naturally be less important when B a. In future work, it would be interesting to see if any remnants of lattice anisotropy might survive to affect the thermodynamic limit.
To close this section, let us compare these results with those obtained from the momentum polarization method. Note that in Eq. (18) , the factor C (m) ky,α = m, k y | P R |m, k y is just the aforementioned correlation function. From Eq. (7), we can use the correlation function to compute the momentum polarization phases:
where Θ is the Heaviside step function, andx is the xcoordinate operator. On a lattice, ∆y must be an integer in units of the lattice constant. The resulting viscosity calculation is shown in Fig. 5 . The Hall viscosity obtained for the first three Landau levels agrees with the continuum value in the weak field limit. Where the calculation converges, i.e. q 20, it agrees qualitatively with the momentum transport method, although the momentum polarization calculation appears to deviate less from the continuum Hall viscosity at small q. 
V. CONTINUUM DIRAC LANDAU LEVELS
For our second set of examples we focus on 2D Dirac fermions in a magnetic field. The quantum Hall effect in this type of system became fundamentally important with the rise of graphene, 47 and more recently has become relevant in the study of 3D topological insulators with low-energy surface fermions of Dirac nature. 48 We can describe the Landau level problem in the (massive) Dirac Hamiltonian under shear strain with the Hamiltonian
where we have again chosen the α-dependent metric/frame in Eq. (2), and σ a are the usual Pauli matrices. As above for the Schrödinger equation, let us consider a cylinder which is periodic in the y-direction with circumference L y , and in the Landau gauge where A x = 0 and A y = Bx for a uniform magnetic field normal to the surface. Again the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the raising and lowering operators (12):
The Landau level wavefunctions are, up to normalization, where γ = m/ √ 2 eB is the ratio of the two energy scales in the problem, φ (n) k,α are the Schrödinger Landau level wavefunctions wavefunctions (13) , p y = k, and we have denoted for convenience p ±n (γ) = γ ± γ 2 + n. The energies of each Landau level are
Now that we have the Landau-level wavefunctions, we can calculate the viscosity using Eq. (3), i.e. by differentiating
with respect to α 2 . Recall that C (n) k,α is defined in Eq. (15), and matches our earlier results since the Dirac Landaulevels are constructed from the Schrödinger Landaulevels.
Because of the connection between the Dirac and Schrödinger Landau-levels we conclude that the Hall viscosity of each Landau level in the continuum Dirac system is given by
where η
H,S is the Hall viscosity of the nth Landau level of the continuum Schrödinger equation as given in Eq. (16).
In the massless limit, when m = γ = 0 so that p ±n = ± √ n, we find
This result is in agreement with previous work by Kimura 15 based on an adiabatic curvature calculation, except for the n = 0 level for which we have found a value twice as large. We attribute the difference to a probable error in the normalization of the zeroth Landau level in Ref. 15 . We confirm the results numerically in Fig. 6 using the momentum transport method of calculating the Hall viscosity. Because the Hall viscosity of the Dirac Landau levels is expressed in terms of the Hall viscosity of the Schrödinger Landau levels, the convergence criterion is expected to be the same. Indeed, we find the result converges to the expected value when
The same result is obtained by the momentum polarization method, with similar convergence criteria, though we do not show the figure here.
Let us now test if the Dirac calculation reproduces the Schrödinger result in the large mass limit. Thus, we will consider the γ → ±∞ limit. In either limit,
and the resulting wavefunctions are
The limiting values of the wavefunctions can easily be determined by considering the order, with respect to γ, of each component of the spinors. Additionally, the ψ (0) wavefunction is completely unmodified in this limit. From this result we can conclude immediately that, in the infinite mass limit, the Dirac Landau levels carry the same set of values of the viscosity as Schrödinger Landau levels, though we still need to see how they are organized. Additionally, in this limit the energy eigenvalues are
with ω = |eB/m| the usual cyclotron frequency. The spectrum has a gap of width 2|E 0 | with Landau levels above and below separated from neighboring Landau levels by a gaps of uniform width ω, much like the Schrödinger spectrum. The conclusions so far hold generically in the γ → ±∞ limits. Let us now consider each limit independently, and furthermore, let us consider taking each limit by fixing B and sending m → ±∞, respectively. In either case, the wavefunction of the n = 0 Landau level is essentially unchanged from the Schrödinger system. When m → ∞, the n = 0 Landau level sits at the top of the valence (E < 0) band, separated from the n > 0 Landau levels by the (large) mass gap. On the other hand, when m → −∞, the n = 0 band sits at the bottom of the conduction (E > 0) band with only the cyclotron gap separating it from the n > 0 states. It is this configuration, when m → −∞, and with the E < 0 states filled, which more precisely matches the Schrödinger case. This should not be surprising; the mσ z term of the Hamiltonian attaches a positive mass to the n = 0 Landau level when m < 0. Thus, we see that the massive Dirac case matches the Schrodinger case if one focuses on the positive energy levels when m → −∞.
Now that we have discussed some properties of the continuum Dirac model, let us consider a lattice version.
VI. LATTICE DIRAC MODEL
Let us consider a lattice regularization of the continuum Dirac model. Despite the fact that the Dirac Landau-level spectrum is celebrated because of its application in graphene, we will not consider such a honeycomb lattice model. The reason is that they honeycomb model presents extra difficulties. For example, there are not only multiple Dirac cones, but the cones are located away from the Γ-point in the Brillouin zone. The latter issue leads to results which are not easily comparable with the Dirac viscosity calculation in the continuum limit. We have performed cursory calculations on such a system, but we will leave the discussion of lattice viscosity calculations when the low-energy states are near generic points in the Brillouin zone to future work. Instead we will consider a simpler lattice model for a Dirac fermion on a square lattice. When the metric deformation of Eq. (2) is included, the lattice Dirac model Hamiltonian (on a square lattice in a cylinder geometry periodic in the y direction, with rational flux φ = p/q per plaquette) is
where c n,ky is a two-component annihilation operator. This model has a single gapless Dirac cone when m = 0 or m = 4. For m = 0 (m = 4) the Dirac cone is located near k = (0, 0) (k = (π, π)) in the Brillouin zone. Like the Hofstadter model, since we have included a magnetic field, the system geometry is chosen to preserve the magnetic translation symmetry with an integer number of magnetic cells that are q sites wide in the x direction.
Since we are using a cylinder geometry the lattice should have N x = lq − 1 so that the boundaries are commensurate. 46 The Landau levels at m = 0 and m = 4 are shown in Fig 7. We immediately recognize the similarities in the two cases, but should point out a major difference, i.e. that the edge states for m = 0 (m = 4) are located near k y = 0 (k y = π). Below we will discuss how this difference affects the results for these two cases.
The viscosity can again be calculated by projecting the total momentum onto the right half of the cylinder, as in Eq. (3), and then differentiating with respect to α 2 . The momentum projection is
The integers j run over the occupied energy eigenstates at a given k y . For most of the cases we consider we only fill the Landau levels near half-filling. We note that near half-filling the n-th Landau level consists of the states (see Fig. 7 )
Notice that the 0-th Landau level moves from the bottom of the conduction band at m = 0 to the top of the valence band at m = 4. This is clearly shown in Fig. 7 .
The Hall viscosity of the lattice Dirac model was calculated at m = 0 by the momentum transport method in Eq. (3) to obtain the results in Fig. 8 . The values here represent the viscosity calculations from individually filling (not successively filling) the n = 0, ±1, and ±2 Landau levels (where n = 0 is referenced to the zeroth Landau level of the Dirac point, not the bottom of the entire bandwidth). To help illustrate, we have shown which Landau levels were filled in Fig. 7 . We note that the lattice calculation converges to the continuum value in the large-q (weak magnetic field) limit, i.e. the Hall viscosity of the lattice system approaches the continuum value in the limit where the magnetic length B is much larger than the spacing between unit cells. As the magnetic field strength increases, so does the effect of the lattice, with the viscosity taking on q-dependent terms: Fig. 8 . We show the results in Fig. 9 . Interestingly, we found that the momentum transported scaled linearly in q, and we subtracted off this contribution to make Fig. 9 . This linear scaling should be expected because the number of filled Landau levels is proportional to q when filling from the bottom of the spectrum. After subtracting off the linear term 0.011q, as shown in Fig. 9 , we find that the momentum transported indeed saturates to a fixed value in the low-field limit. However, the saturation values do not match the continuum results. Instead, it is only the differences in the viscosities between filling the n-th and (n + 1)-th Landau levels that exactly matches the continuum value for the viscosity of the added Landau level. This is a surprising result, as it indicates that for lattice systems in magnetic fields the magnitude of the viscosity may be somewhat regularization dependent, but the difference in viscosities seems to retain a more universal character. It would be interesting to see if this is a generic feature, an artifact of this model, or can be attributed to finite size effects.
Let us now consider the other massless limit of this model when m = 4. We show the viscosity, calculated via momentum transport, in Fig. 10 . The bare result for the viscosity shows a monotonically decreasing function that does not converge for large q. However, to properly interpret this result, care must be taken to recenter the Brillouin zone. If we keep m fixed, but send k y → k y − π in the Hamiltonian, then the momentum transport calculation exactly recovers the result at m = 0. If the Brillouin zone is not shifted, extra momentum is transported since the edge states are located near k y = π, and this leads to a different result for the viscosity. We show the m = 0 case, as well as the shifted and unshifted results for m = 4, in Fig. 10 . Generically, when the low-energy Dirac point(s) are away from k = 0 in the Brillouin zone there is extra momentum transport due to the overall momentum shift of the cone. While we have been able to adjust the calculation for this simple case (and consequently any case with a single Dirac cone), the question of how to compare the viscosity of multiple Dirac points at generic momenta to the continuum limit remains a topic for future work. The Hall viscosity of the lattice Dirac model was also calculated by the momentum polarization method as in Equation (8) . As in the Hofstadter model, the correlation function is C (j) ky,α = j, k y | P R |j, k y . Equation (7) Again, Θ is the Heaviside step function, andx is the x-coordinate operator. As with any lattice model, ∆y must be an integer in units of the lattice constant. The Hall viscosity obtained this way agrees with the momentum transport calculation, showing the same convergence to the continuum value of η H at large q ( Figure 11 ). Note that although both methods show a deviation from the continuum Hall viscosity at small q, the momentum polarization method shows a smaller deviation and with opposite sign. Points are missing from these figures where the fitting required for the momentum polarization method has failed.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have applied two techniques for calculating the Hall viscosity in integer quantum Hall systems. Both methods seem to capture similar results for continuum models, and, more interestingly, both were successfully applied to lattice models. Our original momentum transport method gives results in agreement with the momentum polarization method previously described, especially in the weak magnetic field limit. While we have seen that there are lattice-scale dependent contributions to both the momentum transport and the momentum polarization at strong magnetic field, these corrections seem to be method dependent, at least for the system sizes and parameters we have chosen.
We have demonstrated that either method can determine the Hall viscosity of an isotropic system. However, further work will be required to fully characterize the Hall viscosity of anisotropic systems, though we demonstrated that two of the three non-vanishing Hall viscosity coefficients can already be computed using our methods and geometry. We found that the Hall viscosity coefficients were dependent on the amount of anisotropy, though it is unknown if this variation survives in the thermodynamic limit.
Finally, we have calculated the viscosity for the Dirac Landau-level system, and shown that there is a relationship between the Hall viscosity of continuum Schrödinger and Dirac Landau levels. Namely, that the latter recovers the viscosity of the former in the infinite mass (m → ∞) limit. Our methods reproduce the known results for these models. Furthermore, we show that both the Hofstadter and lattice Dirac models approach the appropriate continuum Hall viscosity as the magnetic field B → 0, with deviations at stronger fields that depend on the lattice scale. Our results for the lattice Dirac model suggest that it may be the viscosity difference between Landau level fillings which is actually quantized (in units of density) in lattice regularized models. We uncovered some difficulties in treating lattice Dirac systems with multiple Dirac points, when they are located at generic points in the Brillouin zone; further work will be required to treat some systems of interest, such as graphene. It is also of interest to understand the competition between time reversal breaking arising from the applied magnetic field, and an intrinsic time reversal breaking coming from a massive Dirac model, i.e. a Chern insulator. The latter is also expected to have a non-vanishing, field-independent, contribution to the viscosity 14 , though it has yet to be calculated in a lattice regularization. The article Ref. 49 addresses some aspects of this last topic.
